FUTURE SUPPLY CHAINS: RESILIENCE, AGILITY, EFFICIENCY
2023 VENUE: Theater Amsterdam | Danzigerkade 5, 1013 AP Amsterdam

DAY 1

KEYNOTES | Stage A
9:00-9:30 Registration, Expo & Xeneta Help Desks
9:30-9:40 Intro
9:40-9:50 Keynote: Xeneta Welcome (Patrici Berghlund, CEO, Xeneta)
9:50-10:05 Product Spotlight: Xeneta 260
10:15-10:45 Conversation on Resilience: Shipping Success Through Micronavventures (Aloyston Humphreys, Adventurer, Author, Motivational Speaker)
10:45-11:15 Coffee Break
11:15-11:45 Hope: Lloyd Keynote: Navigating an Ever-Evolving Shipping Industry (Rolf Habben Jansen, CEO, Hapag Lloyd)
11:55-12:25 Ocean Network Express Fireside Chat: Fostering Win Shipper - Carrier Partnerships (Dorit Schildkraut, Director Marketing & Commercials, Ocean Network Express; Patrik Berglund, CEO, Xeneta)
12:25-12:55 Lunch, Brain Dates, Networking & Xeneta Help Desks
14:05-14:45 The Challenges and Opportunities of Shippers in a Consistently Disruptive Environment (Michael Braun, VP Customer Success, Xeneta, Julian Mosumny, Infospectrum Global; Global Category Team lead Logistics, Henkel; Marco Eipper, Director Cloud Logistics, Microsoft)
14:55-15:45 The Supply Chain Crystal Ball – 2024 Projections (Peter Sand, Chief Airfreight Officer, Xeneta; Peter Van den Bussche, VP Strategy & Business Development, Volcan Logistics; Kåre Johansen, Chief Analyst, Xeneta; Jan Tiedemann, Shipping Analyst, Xeneta)
15:45-16:15 Coffee Break; Brain Dates; Networking & Xeneta Help Desks
16:15-16:55 The container market profit boom has burst: what are the potential changes and trends ahead for the markets? (Neil Dobler, Senior Analyst, Infospectrum; Peter Sand, Chief Analyst, Xeneta)
17:05-17:25 Is geopolitics driving supply chain costs? (Erik Devetak, Chief Data Officer, Xeneta)
17:25-18:00 Expo, Networking & Xeneta Help Desks
18:40-23:30 Dinner

CUSTOMER APPRECIATION EVENT
Venue: Fabrique des Lumières, Pijlstraat 18, 1014 DB Amsterdam

DAY 2

KEYNOTES | Stage A
8:30-9:00 Registration, Expo & Xeneta Help Desks
9:00 – 9:30 A Case for Index-Based Contracting (Michael Barsaw Frila, Global Category Manager, Transportation, DAnfoss; Deepak Swayne, Executive Director – Global Ocean, Karry Logistics Network Limited; Patrik Berglund, CEO, Xeneta)
9:45-10:15 The 2024 Ocean Freight Outlook Key Freightages, Projections, and Strategies for Success (Michael Braun, VP of Customer Success & Solutions, Xeneta)
10:45-11:10 Lunch
11:10-11:30 Driving Efficiency: How to Streamline Experiences with AI and Tender Benchmark (Thorsten Diephaus, VP Strategic Alliances, Xeneta)
11:30-11:45 Carrier Speaking: The Art of RFP Preparation and Negotiations (Sarah Oliver, VP, Customer Experience, Xeneta; Emily Stausbøll, Market Analyst, Xeneta)
12:55-13:00 Lunch

OCEAN FREIGHT SPECIALIZED TRACK | Stage A
9:45-10:45 The 2024 Ocean Freight Outlook: Key Freightages, Projections, and Strategies for Success (Michael Braun, VP of Customer Success & Solutions, Xeneta)
10:45-11:10 Lunch
11:10-11:30 Driving Efficiency: How to Streamline Experiences with AI and Tender Benchmark (Thorsten Diephaus, VP Strategic Alliances, Xeneta)
11:30-11:45 Carrier Speaking: The Art of RFP Preparation and Negotiations (Sarah Oliver, VP, Customer Experience, Xeneta; Emily Stausbøll, Market Analyst, Xeneta)
12:55-13:00 Lunch

PLenary SESSIONS | Stage A
9:00-10:00 Panel Discussion: How will the Supply Chain in 2024 be affected by geopolitics? (Neil Dobler, Senior Analyst, Infospectrum; Erik Devetak, Chief Data Officer, Xeneta)
9:30-10:30 Panel Discussion: The Impact of Inflation and the Role of Technology in Optimizing Freight Costs (Greg Knowler, Europe Editor, IHS Markit; Peter Sand, Chief Analyst, Xeneta)
10:45-11:15 Panel Discussion: The Future of Ocean Freight: How will the industry evolve in response to changing market dynamics? (Michael Barsaw Frila, Global Category Manager, Transportation, Danfoss; Deepak Swayne, Executive Director – Global Ocean, Karry Logistics Network Limited; Patrik Berglund, CEO, Xeneta)
11:30-12:30 Panel Discussion: The Role of Technology in Improving the Shippers’ Experience (Sarah Oliver, VP, Customer Experience, Xeneta; Emily Stausbøll, Market Analyst, Xeneta)

OCEAN FREIGHT SPECIALIZED TRACK | Stage B
9:45-10:45 The 2024 Ocean Freight Outlook Key Freightages, Projections, and Strategies for Success (Michael Braun, VP of Customer Success & Solutions, Xeneta)
10:45-11:10 Lunch
11:10-11:30 Driving Efficiency: How to Streamline Experiences with AI and Tender Benchmark (Thorsten Diephaus, VP Strategic Alliances, Xeneta)
11:30-11:45 Carrier Speaking: The Art of RFP Preparation and Negotiations (Sarah Oliver, VP, Customer Experience, Xeneta; Emily Stausbøll, Market Analyst, Xeneta)
12:55-13:00 Lunch

SHIPPER SPECIALIZED TRACK | Stage A
11:00-12:00 Panel Discussion: How will the Supply Chain in 2024 be affected by geopolitics? (Neil Dobler, Senior Analyst, Infospectrum; Erik Devetak, Chief Data Officer, Xeneta)
11:30-12:30 Panel Discussion: The Impact of Inflation and the Role of Technology in Optimizing Freight Costs (Greg Knowler, Europe Editor, IHS Markit; Peter Sand, Chief Analyst, Xeneta)
12:55-13:00 Lunch

SHIPPER SPECIALIZED TRACK | Stage B
11:00-12:00 Panel Discussion: How will the Supply Chain in 2024 be affected by geopolitics? (Neil Dobler, Senior Analyst, Infospectrum; Erik Devetak, Chief Data Officer, Xeneta)
11:30-12:30 Panel Discussion: The Impact of Inflation and the Role of Technology in Optimizing Freight Costs (Greg Knowler, Europe Editor, IHS Markit; Peter Sand, Chief Analyst, Xeneta)
12:55-13:00 Lunch

LSP SPECIALIZED TRACK | Stage B
11:00-12:00 Panel Discussion: How will the Supply Chain in 2024 be affected by geopolitics? (Neil Dobler, Senior Analyst, Infospectrum; Erik Devetak, Chief Data Officer, Xeneta)
11:30-12:30 Panel Discussion: The Impact of Inflation and the Role of Technology in Optimizing Freight Costs (Greg Knowler, Europe Editor, IHS Markit; Peter Sand, Chief Analyst, Xeneta)
12:55-13:00 Lunch

15:00-15:30 Expo, Networking & Xeneta Help Desks
15:30 End

PARTNER WORKSHOP | Stage A
9:30-10:00 Workshop

Venue: Fabrique des Lumières, Pijlstraat 18, 1014 DB Amsterdam

www.xeneta/summit